The friendship of those we serve is the foundation of our progress. Best wishes for a Happy Holiday Season and may the New Year be prosperous.
With this issue we complete twenty years of publication. For the information of the statistically minded of our readers this issue is number 121! I leave it to the even more statistically minded to count the number of pages.

The first issue appeared in March 1959. W. Miles Brittelle, Sr., was president of the New Mexico Chapter, AIA. (The New Mexico Society of Architects, AIA was formed in 1965 along with the establishment of the three separate AIA Chapters: Santa Fe, Albuquerque and New Mexico Southern). The Editorial Board consisted of Jason Moore, Arthur W. Dekker and Chairman Philippe DeM. Register.

Miles Brittelle, Sr., watched over, guided, and even served as the advertising agent for almost ten years, until his death on January 7, 1970. His widow, Mildred, continues to keep the books, collect the accounts, pay all the bills and keeps this editor in line.

If New Mexico Architecture has value for its readers, then it is to these four fathers and one mother that we owe a debt of gratitude.

—JPC

Advise from another editor:

From H. L. Mencken
To William Saroyan;
January 25, 1936

I note what you say about your aspiration to edit a magazine. I am sending you by this mail a six-chambered revolver. Load it and fire every one into your head. You will thank me after you get to Hell and learn from other editors how dreadful their job was on earth. I wouldn’t go back to magazine editing for all the money wasted by the Brain Trust.
We’re known for the companies we keep.

ALUMINUM SALES OFFERS THIS LITERATURE TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND OTHER SPEC WRITERS

The ten-point Spec-Data® format has been reproduced from publications copyrighted by CSI, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, and used by permission of The Construction Specifications Institute, Inc., Washington, D.C. 20036

ZIP-RIB® ALUMINUM ROOFING & SIDING

Preformed aluminum roofing and siding panels that zip together mechanically over a concealed anchor system without through fasteners, and designed to allow thermal movement. Natural mill finish or fluorocarbon baked enamel colors. Non-insulated or insulated.

ZIP-RIB® ALUMINUM ROOFING & SIDING

Preformed aluminum roofing and siding panels that zip together mechanically over a concealed anchor system without through fasteners, and designed to allow thermal movement. Natural mill finish or fluorocarbon baked enamel colors. Non-insulated or insulated.

Prefabricated and field applied Dryvit exterior wall insulation and finish system.

920 First St. NW/P.O. Box 25105/Albuquerque, NM 87125/505-243-7867

Our system is recognized by agencies and code approvals.
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When Architect Robert Armstrong and The Jaynes Corporation began working on Mari Mac Plaza Shopping Center, they liked the versatility and low cost of Stanley Structures Insulated Flat Wall System.

The 210 pieces of wall panels were erected in less than 13 days, allowing the contractor to immediately follow the erection personnel and begin the interior finishing.

The combination of competent design experience coupled with the right basic building material and an innovative erection sequence produced success for all involved.

Stanley Structures has the engineering and production capabilities to complement your construction team. We can provide an array of structural and architectural components made of precast and prestressed concrete.

When time and cost are of the essence and strength and beauty are not to be sacrificed, call us. Stanley Structures' know-how and experience will provide you with a better way.
Because of masonry fire walls, the only thing that spread from Suite 503 was news that the fire was out.

When fire breaks out in a building, the critical concern is control. Smoke detectors and sprinklers may help. But a sure way to prevent the spread of fire and protect lives and property is with masonry fire walls, designed and built between rooms, suites and apartments for just that reason.

Masonry fire walls insure that fire will stop where it starts. And assure a flame-free exit for occupants and approach for firemen. There are no "working parts" to malfunction; yet masonry fire walls are always working to provide sound barriers and structural support even when they aren't needed to stop a blaze cold. And because they stand up to extreme water pressure, masonry's fire rating is waterproof, too.

Despite all preventive measures, fires do break out in buildings. So design and build for maximum fire control with masonry. No matter what type of building you're designing or erecting.

It could mean the difference between a five alarm fire and very little cause for alarm.

International Masonry Institute
Suite 1001, 823 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 (202) 783-3908

Mason Contractors Association of New Mexico
The new community library at Jal has been made possible through the generous endowment of two of its prominent citizens. May and Elizabeth Woolworth, sisters of Clyde and Martha Woolworth, stipulated in their wills that the major portion of their estate be used for the building and endowment of a public library in memory of their brother and sister who homesteaded in the Jal area in 1915.

The facility houses a 35,000 volume library, a film and lecture theater seating 120, children's area, gallery, historical display, serving kitchen and a hobby/meeting room.

The library portion of the structure has been recessed into the sloping park site with the park itself continuing atop the roof. By recessing the library the architects took advantage of an extremely stable insulation envelope; it minimizes air leakage, for the interior remains at a mid 50° F temperature range in lieu of the 30° F to 40° F temperature fluctuation over a 24-hour period, which is normal to this southeastern New Mexico community.

Glazing under deep overhangs toward the south and west take advantage of natural solar angles during the colder months while not compromising the cooling characteristics during the summer. Natural light has been controlled through clerestories and light wells, which are oriented toward the most advantageous and non-glaring light sources.

To conserve energy the heating and cooling system uses only electricity and is capable of producing 2.0 to 2.4 units of heat for every unit of electricity consumed. This system uses no supplementary cooling or heating energy whenever the internal cooling load nearly matches the exterior heating load. During extreme cold periods supplemental electric heating will be required and during extreme warm periods supplemental heat rejection equipment will be required. The architects have accomplished the heat rejection
Looking across the lecture court and fountain towards the entry beyond.

A sound proof children's area, glassed for visibility has the walls and ceilings carpeted, as well as the floor, to deaden the sound of the children. The area has been designed to include puppet shows, movies and story telling.

Looking from the parking area toward the lecture court and entrance.

The two level library area.
Auditorium is on the right with the office reception area ahead to the left.

The Woolworth Room was designed to house original furnishings from the Woolworth home and historical information about Clyde and Martha Woolworth.

The auditorium.

Photography: Jerry Goffe
needs by designing the fountain as an integral part of the system. The entrance fountain constantly recycles 80 gallons of water across a sloping concrete lip to give off heat into the air, thereby cooling the room below. The mechanical system is ideal for this building; it is energy conserving, simple to operate and maintain while providing all the individual room controls necessary.

On the interior, materials are used which give the most light reflectance: light oak furnishings, light sand beige carpet, white end panels for the book stacks and ceilings. The light, cool colors of the library are repeated throughout the community functions.

Comments Jean Piper, library director, "The library is a big deal for a small community like this... It's a lovely building... lots of people just come to look... catches the eye in a small town."

Carl Martin, superintendent of schools in Jal, adds, "Acceptance has been real satisfying. The meeting room has a lot of use. Some nights two or three groups will use it; at least one most nights. People come in to browse, not necessarily to borrow books. Before, there was no browsing space. The outside is very pleasing to the eye. We get many visitors from out of town. They may be in town on business and stop by our new library."

According to the architects, a major portion of the successful response of the building to its community needs came through a positive pre-programming effort in conjunction with a highly perceptive and open-minded board of trustees.

---

ALBUQUERQUE GRAVEL PRODUCTS COMPANY

DEDICATED TO QUALITY AND SERVICE

600 John Street, S.E. P.O. Box 829 Tel. (505) 242-5265 Albuquerque, N.M. 87103
The paints and coatings Southwestern professionals use.

Easy-on interior paints, climate-designed exterior paints, color coordinated wall-coverings, industrial-technical coatings, and a complete selection of professional supplies and accessories. Since 1936.

Hanley Paint
THE COLOR COMPANY
Albuquerque, N.M.:  
1214 San Pedro N.E., 9800 Montgomery N.E.  
El Paso, Texas: 1324 Texas, 9054 Dyer,  
North Loop at Carolina,  
5937 North Mesa, 1848 Trawood

The Color Company
612 CENTRAL S.W.  
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87102

Build. Save Money.  
SAVE ENERGY...all in one operation!

Marble  
Quarry Tile  
Monarch Tile  
Terrazzo Floors  
Dex O Tex Floors

New Mexico Marble & Tile Inc.
2500 2nd SW  
P.O. Box 25566  
Albuquerque, NM 87125  
(505) 243-1771

763 Cerrillos Rd  
Santa Fe, NM 87501  
(800) 432-8655

NMM

Build, save money.  
Save energy...  
All in one operation!

LOW U-FACTORS of lightweight block, plus granular fill. BUILD & FINISH IN ONE OPERATION. Large block go up faster. Thru-wall load bearing units eliminate expense of back-up wall. One trade. Job-site delivery. MEET OSHA, USDA & other Gov’t spec. LOW COST INSURANCE of fire rated walls. NO REFURBISHING. Can’t peel or blister. Permanent, easy to clean finish. 48 COLORS. Plain, scored, variegated & sculptured faces. HAVE YOU USED NEW?

Spectra-Glaze® II
GLAZED BLOCK WALLS

Lately?

FEATHERLITE BLOCK CO., Box 485, Lubbock, TX 79408  
806/763-8022  
915/859-8171

FEATHERLITE BUILDING PRODUCTS CO., Box 9977, El Paso, TX 79990
CREGO BLOCK CO, INC., 6026 2nd St NW, Albuquerque NM 87107
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The Third Encuentro Cultural Chihuahua—Nuevo Mexico took place in Chihuahua City October 5, 6, and 7th. Over twenty New Mexicans participated in this year’s conference sponsored by the Chihuahua branch of the Seminario de Cultura Mexicana. Members of the Historical Society of New Mexico attended, as well as representatives from the Albuquerque Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Albuquerque Sister Cities Organization, the University of New Mexico, Eastern New Mexico University, the University of Arizona, the University of Albuquerque, the Albuquerque Public Schools, and the Las Cruces Public Schools.

The group was given a welcoming dinner by Chihuahua governor, Manuel Bernardo Aguierre. The governor stressed the importance of cultural interchange in his opening remarks to the visiting New Mexicans. Other social activities included a cocktail party hosted by the Seminario’s president, Mario S. Arras and a lunch sponsored by the mayor of Chihuahua.

The theme for the conference was the colonial trade between New Mexico and Chihuahua. Papers were presented which developed various aspects of this rich topic. J. Paul Taylor, La Mesilla, N.M., concentrated his remarks upon culture and customs along the difficult trail north from Valle de Allende, Chihuahua, and Felipe Colomo Castro, Chihuahua, discussed the geography and history of the long journey.

Chihuahua Professor Augustin Méndez Rosas presented an overview by discussing life in New Mexico before it became part of the United States. Commentators included Professor Joseph Sanchez of the University of Arizona and Professor Peter Bakewell of the University of New Mexico.

After the papers were read and discussed the participants visited Bustillos, Chihuahua. At this interesting private estate, the main building and the church date from the turn of the twentieth century, even though the settlement was built on part of a larger colonial hacienda. The group was given a tour of Bustillos and enjoyed a performance of a Ballet Folklorico troupe from Chihuahua. A delicious luncheon featuring foods of northern Mexico was served in the outdoor patio.

The conference ended with a buffet dinner at the home of José Falomir, the coordinator for the Third Encuentro Cultural Chihuahua—Nuevo Mexico. It was his thorough preparation which made this third meeting the most successful one. The fourth Encuentro will be held in New Mexico next fall. As in the past, Gerald Theisen, director of the Bilingual/Multicultural Program, Title III, Eastern New Mexico University, is in charge of arrangements. G.T.

BAINBRIDGE BUNTING RECEIVES AWARD

Dr. Bainbridge Bunting, professor of Art History at the University of New Mexico was one of four distinguished New Mexicans to receive the Governor’s Award for excellence and achievement in the arts in a special ceremony held on Friday, October 6, in the Santa Fe Plaza.

The state’s highest artistic honor was given to Maria Benitez, Santa Fe, for Dance; Dr. Bainbridge Bunting, Albuquerque, for Architecture; and Charles Mattox, Albuquerque, and Doel Reed, Taos, in Visual Arts.

Governor Apodaca presented the Fifth Annual Governor’s Awards; Mrs. Apodaca presided as Mistress of Ceremonies.

Dr. Bunting has written extensively on the history of New Mexico architecture and was co-editor of New Mexico Architecture from 1960-67. His books include “Early Architecture in New Mexico” (1964), and “Taos Adobes” (1964). His book “Houses of Boston’s Back Bay District” is now in its third printing by Harvard University Press.
Another building, another boost for the Trus Joist system.

Baker Construction Co. of Albuquerque is no stranger to Trus Joist. When architect John Reed called on us to supply a system for the Geology/Engineering Bldg. for Ranchers Exploration and Development Corp. Les Baker was pleased. Upon completion of the Trus Joist installation he told us:

"...we found the use of TJI units as efficient and economical as ever. As one of the first users of Trus Joist units in this area, we have been, and will continue to be one of their boosters."

If you want to see how easy and economical joist application can be, see us soon. We've got exactly what you're looking for.


In El Paso, call McGill Stephens, Inc., 4100 Rio Bravo St., Phone 915/544-4505
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Travertine is commercial flooring at its best...designed like no other floor to meet the changing commercial needs and demands, including virtually seamless installations in most applications. Here is a beautiful and delicate reproduction of a natural material...reproduced as never before. Travertine has a subdued background and a seamless tile effect that sets it apart from traditional commercial flooring. Available in 9' and 12' widths and 12 color choices.
We Feature a Complete Line of:
Drywall and Accessories
Plaster
Metal Lath and Accessories
Light Gauge Steel Framing
Insulation
Drywall and Tek Screws
Power and Hand Tools
Quarry Tile
Glasweld/Mirawall

ALBUQUERQUE TESTING LABORATORY....
TO BE SURE!

SUBSOIL INVESTIGATIONS
PHYSICAL TESTING
INSPECTION
RESEARCH
WELDING CERTIFICATION
NUCLEAR DENSITY
LABORATORY ANALYSIS AND
EVALUATION OF CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS

ALL WORK DONE UNDER SUPERVISION OF REGISTERED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

532 JEFFERSON, N. E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM
P. O. BOX 4101

PHONE 255-8916 or 255-1322

Printed By
Hall-Poorhaugh Press, Inc., Roswell, N.M.
The Bernalillo County Detention Center features the entire exterior clad with precast concrete panels. Hydro Conduit Corporation produced 451 pieces for the project, in both insulated and noninsulated wall panels, warm-tone concrete with brush blast.

Architect: Boehning, Protz & Assoc.

Structural Engineer: MacCornack and Burns

Contractor: Lembke Construction Co.